
Getting Started
 
Getting started in loading and making cast bullets is a mind boggling experience.  I’ll relate my story later on. If you’re
already a reloader of either rifle or pistol cartridges of the jacketed variety, you’re already well on your way to
unraveling these mysteries.
 
Suppose you’re just starting out and have no experience at all on reloading.  I recommend the Lyman Cast Bullet
manual, 3rd Edition as a primer.  Obtain a copy and read all of the instructions at least three times, look at the data for
the cartridge you’re interested in and then look on the internet for one of the cast bullet sites.  These sites are very
informative and the people on them for the most part are very knowledgeable and willing to help.
 
 
 When I was 15 and interested in everything firearms related, I chanced upon a deal for a old Springfield 1903A1. 
This was an old “home sporter” job and a rough one at that.  The bore was passable but by golly, it was a .30/06
Springfield and I had to have it. It belonged to the brother of a school mate and even though the serial number was
somewhat obliterated but still readable I managed to acquire it for $35.  The obliteration made me think that there may
have been something questionable in its past regarding its discharge from the Army.  For several months there after, I
commenced to put everything that would shoot through it.  Blanks, ball ammo, tracer, armor piercing….whatever came
along. At the time I was living about 20 miles from Fort Bragg, North Carolina and there was a virtual smorgasbord of
military .30/06 ammunition in every second hand shop.  Finally, I exhausted all of these source and was looking for
other source of ammunition.
 
I didn’t know a thing about reloading except what I’d read but I was hot to try it out.  At the tender age of 16 after
scraping and saving and much verbal work on dad for permission, I accompanied my mother to the state capitol, a
distance of 50 miles or so, to the only sporting goods store that I knew of that sold reloading supplies and tools.  She
dropped me off and several hours returned to pick me up with a sack of “stuff” and empty pockets.
 
As I think back on it, I did pretty good.  I ended up with a Lyman “Ammunition Maker” kit for the 30/06 which
included a single cavity #311291 mould with handles, a 310 tool with dies, a Lyman push through sizer which sized
pan lubed bullets and a lead dipper. I also had a set of scales (Forster I believe) and a 1st Edition of the Lyman Cast
Bullet manual.  Since I was starting out, I hurriedly picked a load for the #311291 bullet out of the book and picked up
1,000 Winchester primers in the wooden trays and a pound can of Unique along with 1,000 Ideal gas checks.  I was
set…..I thought.
 

Get a mentor!!!!
 
At this point, you need an experienced bullet caster to tell you what you have to have and what is nice to have.
There’s no substitute for experience. It will save you big money in the long run.
 
 
I immediately gathered all of the pieces of lead around the place, a small aluminum pot and made a small outdoor fire
near our woodshed and commenced to pour bullets.  By this time, I’d read and digested the Lyman Cast Bullet manual
several times and as luck would have it, I was soon pouring good bullets from my questionable alloy.  They sure
looked pretty.  They looked so fine that there had to be something illegal about this practice.  I seem to remember that I
had about 85 pretty nice #311291s.
 

Get a mentor!!!!
 
Thinking back, it would have been really nice to have someone experienced to look at my bullets and tell me
they were wrinkled and not filled out and suggest alternate heat sources for casting.
 



Then I was faced with lubing.  I had an old Army mess kit but only had one stick of the old Ideal graphite lube.  The
mess kit proved to be too big and my lube was too shallow.  I settled for the bottom of a Spam can and that worked
just fine.  I made a Kake Cutter from a fired case and proceeded to lube my bullets and then sized them by pushing
them through the sizer chamber that came with the Ammunition Maker kit.  They came out looking pretty good and
were sized at .311” which is what Lyman was pushing at the time.  I now had about 80 loadable bullets.
 

Get a mentor!!!!
 
At this stage of the game, I was completely ignorant about sizing and lubricating bullets.  I thought the
magnificent #45 Lubricator/Sizer was for professionals and that everyone used a tong tool and the sizing
chamber for sizing.
 
Now, I was ready to load.  I selected my best looking brass from my previous firings, my range pickups and some stuff
that I’d scrounged off a machine gun range.  I set the de-capping tool and had one heck of a time removing the first
primer due to the military stake.  I then resorted to the use of a pin punch for de-priming and the remainder  went
pretty smooth.
 

Get a mentor!!!!
 

Now, if I had the knowledge of an experienced reloader, he would have told me about staked in primers and
told me that I needed a chamfering tool and a primer pocket reamer.
 
I then set the neck sizer and started sizing.  What a chore.  I finally finished 40 cases and my chest muscles were sore
and I began to wonder if reloading was for me.
 

Get a mentor!!!!
 
A true friend and more experienced reloader would have FL resized these cases for me and gotten me on the
right track
 
I set the expander and this part of the operation went pretty smooth.  I was back on track with my feelings about
reloading.
 

 Get a mentor!!!!
 
Little did I know that the case mouth had to be belled to the point where the gas checked base would enter.
 
I next set up the priming chamber and found out that military staked cases don’t prime so well.  Lacking anything
better to remove the crimp, I took an old pocket knife and reamed them out.  This operation went so-so.  The crimps
were gone but the cases didn’t look so great.
 

Get a mentor!!!!
 
Even “Wallowed out” primer pockets and crooked seated primers look good
to a rookie.
 
Now, I was ready to pour powder.  I carefully set the scales which required oil to dampen the balance and weighed out
my selected load….10.2 grains of Unique.  I was extra careful in this part of the operation as I was messing with
powder and I was really leery about this step.
 



Get a mentor!!!!
 
It would have been nice to have someone present while I performed this critical operation. It would have taken a
big load off my mind knowing that I was doing it correctly.
 
I then set the seating chamber, dropped a bullet in and seated a cartridge.  What was all that lead shaving doing at the
case mouth?  The book didn’t say anything about this.  Then I read a little further and found that you needed to
chamfer the case mouths again and insure that the case mouth was belled sufficiently so that shaving didn’t occur.  Out
came the old pocket knife and the case mouths were chamfered. (Handy tool that old knife)  Now, my bullets seated
without shaving.  I tried one and the bolt closed.  Good to go so I continued until I had 20 rounds loaded.  I don’t
know about the seating depth but they looked good to me. Most were about the same length but some were longer. 
They looked like .30/06 ammunition anyway.
 

Get a mentor!!!!
 
Now I know about expanding case mouths and such things as seating depth and failure to close of the bullets
are seated too far out. 
 
I grabbed the old Springfield and headed off down the hill to my shooting bank below the hog pen.  I popped a round
in and closed the bolt and squeezed off a shot.  It sounded normal and I hit the bucket I was aiming at so I pulled the
bolt and checked the bore.  It looked normal.  I commenced to fill the magazine up and let drive.  Some were hard for
the bolt handle to close on but they still shot. I managed to get through the 20 rounds without mishap. I was hooked on
reloading.
 

Get a mentor!!!!
 
That’s when I learned that tong tools were handy but didn’t full length resize.
 
Subsequent 20 round lots taught me about the proper seating depth and eventually, I met another reloader who told me
about full length sizing versus ease of bolt handle closure and had a set of 7/8 X 14 dies for the .30/06.  He full length
resized all of my cases for me for me and things got better immediately.
 

I Had My Mentor!!!!
 
 
It was sure a rocky road in learning to make cast bullets and reload on my own.  I made the quantum leap but
it sure would have been much easier with this man looking over my shoulder from the beginning.
 
In subsequent years, I learned much from this man about reloading.  He didn’t know anything about casting so I was
still on my own there but he sure knew about reloading.  I still remember a Saturday afternoon spent with him in
turning .30/06 National Match cases into .22/250s.  I’ll not do that again.  I was the laborer. 
 
I guess the point of this whole exercise is that if you want to learn to reload or cast bullets, get a mentor.  This doesn’t
have to be someone face to face but that helps and you’ll spend many good hours together just talking.  For lack of
nothing better, make a friend on one of the cast bullet sites and he’ll normally be glad to e-mail you solutions to the
problems you encounter. Don’t be afraid to post a question.  It may be silly to some of us and we’ll snicker as we type
a reply but you’ll get good advice as we’ve probably been in the same place you are and faced the same problem.
 
I was unfortunate to not have anyone handy but my experience goes to prove that you can learn to reload and cast
bullets from reading a book.  It’s just so much easier to learn when someone else has already done the work of digging
through the books to find the answers and is there to tell you where you’re going wrong.
 



So, my advice is to get a good manual on cast bullet making and read through it several times. Lyman’s #3 Cast Bullet
manual is a bit outdated but still the best available.  Then, make a friend that is already in the casting hobby that you
can ask questions of and then jump right in.
 
You’ll need:
 
A supply of lead
A heat source for melting lead
A container for lead(needs to be sturdy)
A dipper for pouring
A mould of the appropriate size with handles
A method to lube and size your bullets
A set of reloading dies with neck expander and shell holder.
A set of powder scales
A suitable press.
Suitable powder and primers
 
What kind????? Ask your  Mentor.
 

John Goins/aka beagle


